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Let D(u) denote the maximum number of pairwise disjoint Steiner triple systems 
of order v. In this paper, it is proved that if D(2 + n) = n, p is a prime number, 
p~7(mod8)orpE(5,17,19,29}.and(p,n)#(5,1),then0(2+pn)=pn. 
A Steiner triple system of order v (briefly STS(U)) on S is a pair (S, .8’), 
where 1 S 1 = u and where 9’ is a set of 3-subsets of S (called triples) such 
that any two elements of S are contained in exactly one triple of 9. It is well 
known that there is an STS(V) if and only if u E 1 or 3 (mod 6). Two STS(V) 
on the same set S are said to be disjoint if they have no triples in common. 
We denote by D(v) the maximum number of pairwise disjoint STS(u). It is 
easy to show that D(v) < u - 2 for u > 1. When D(V) = u - 2, we call any 
set of u - 2 pairwise disjoint STS(V) a large set of disjoint STS (v) and 
denote it by LTS(U). Readers may refer for the history of this problem to [3 1 
and [ 51. Here, we consider the case when u - 2 is not a prime number; 
namely it can be expressed as u = 2 + mn, where m, n are integers greater 
than 1. We may raise the following question: If D(2 + m) = m and 
D(2 + n) = n, can we deduce that D(U) = u - 2 by a recursive constructive 
method? The answer will be positive if LTS(2 + m) or LTS(2 + n) satisfies 
some additional conditions which seem to be less strict. 
In what follows, Z, will denote the cycle of residue mod n and I, will 
denote the set of nonnegative integers smaller than n, e.g., I, = (0, 1, 2, 3,4). 
Let us consider the permutations of a triple {xi, x1, x,}. There are only 
two cycles of length 3, that are either (x,, x2, x3), 3 (x,, x, , x,),. = 
(~~,x~,x,)~or (x~,x~,x~)~~(x~,x,,x~)~~(~~,x~,x,)~. Here,weintroduce 
a subscript c in order to distinguish between cycles and ordered triples. Let 
STS(2 + m) = (S’, 9’) with a pair (a, b) c S’ be given. In some manner 
(denoted by o) we replace in .9 each triple with a 3cycle of that same triple. 
A set of 3-cycles so obtained is denoted by gO. Suppose that .P satisfies 
the following condition: 
(CT,,) (xlxE(S’\{a,b)), 3x’ES’, (u,x,x’)~, or (b,x,x’),E.%“} = 
S’\{a, b}. 
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Further, suppose (a, b, c,)~ E 9”, and a mapping a, : .~O\(U, b, c), -+ Z, , is 
given, i.e., assign to each (x, , x2, Qc in ~8’~ (except (a, b, c),) an element 
o((x, , x2, x,),) of Z,. Usually the notation ~((xr , x2, xJc) is replaced by 
9(x,, x2, x3) or u, for brevity, when there is no danger of confusion. Let 
STS(2 + n) = ({a, b} U Z,, 9’). Then we can construct a triple system 
(.S”, .S’, q)ab (the subscripts a, b are often omitted) consisting of all the 
triples of the following four forms where x,, x2, x3 E: (S’\{a, b)), 
.vI,y2,y3~Z,:LI: {(c,y;), (GY;), (GY;)} with {Y~,Y;,Y;J Ec9’, whenever 
a or b appears for y,(i = 1,2,3), omit the index c before it. The number of 
these triples is (n + 2)(n + 1)/6. L,: {(x,, y,), (xl ,y2), (x2,y3)J with 
(u, Xl 9 x& E 3”, u =a or b, Yi fY,Y and Yl +y, - 2Y.3 = 
2rp(u, x1, x,)(mod n). The number of these triples. is (m - 1) n(n - 1)/2. L, : 
{u,(~,,y~),(~~,y~)} with (u,x,.x~)~E~‘,u=~ or b, and Y,-yz- 
rp(u, x,, x,)(mod n). The number of these triples is (m - 1) n. L, : {(x,, y,), 
(x2,yz),(x3,~J} with (-q,~~,x~)~E~~ and Y~+~~~+Y~~(P(x~.x~~x~) 
(mod n). The number of these triples is [((m + 2)(m + 1)/6) - m] d. 
Let S = {a, b) U ((S’\(u, b}) x Z,). We have the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Here, (S, < A?“, 9, vi,& is an STS(2 + mn). 
Prooj The total number of the triples in (.9”, ,S’, o) is 
(mn + 2)(mn + 1)/6; just the number we expect. Therefore, we have to show 
only that every pair of S must be contained in a triple in (59”, 9’, 9). All 
the possibilities are exhausted as follows for x E (S’\{a, b, c)), 
x’E(S’\(a,b}),y,,y,EZ,. 
(1) Pairs ia, bl, la, (GY~)I, Ih (c~Y~)~~ ~(GYA, (GYJNY, +YJ are 
contained in some L, , respectively. 
(2) {(x, yl), (x, yJ}(y, # yz) is contained in some L,. This is 
guaranteed by condition (C,,). n must be an odd number, thus the equations 
yI + yz - 2y z 2~ (mod n) has a solution for y. 
(3) Pairs {a, (x, y,)}, {b, (x, y2)} are contained in some L,, respec- 
tively. 
(4) {(X~Y,>~ (X’,Yz)KXfX’). If { u, x, x’ } or {b, x, x’ } E 9, then it is 
contained in some L, or L,, otherwise, it is contained in some L,. 
The proof is completed. 
Now, let us consider LTS(2 +*m) = {(S, 5?Jl i E I,}. Suppose there exists 
a pair {a, b} c S and some u (for all ~8~) such that each 37 satisfies the 
condition (C,,) mentioned before. Moreover, let the following condition be 
satisfied: 
(C:,) {(x, x’)Ix, x’ E @\{a, b}), 3 E I,,,, (a, x, x’), or @,x,x’),. E 
9y} = ((x, x’)lx, x’ E (S\ {a, b}), x # x’ }. 
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Such a set of systems will be denoted by GLS(2 + m), namely, 
GLS(2 + m) = ((S, 9T)I i E I,}. Then we can establish 
THEOREM 1. Zf D(2 + n) = n and there exists a GLS(2 + m), then- 
D(2 + mn) = mn. 
ProoJ Let GLS(2 + m) = {({a, 6) U I,, .S’y)[ i E I,,,}, (a, b, i), E &9’y 
(without loss of generality), and both conditions (C,,) and (C;,) be satisfied. 
Let LTS(2+n)= (({a,b}~Z,,~~)lkEZ,}. Take cp,.,(x,,x,,x,)=k if 
(xi, x2, x& E 9:. Then for each pair (i, k) E I, x I, we can form 9ipik = 
(.9p, %9;, qik) according to the lemma, and (S, Bik) is a STS(2 + mn), 
where S = {a, b} U (Z, x I,). To prove that {(S, 9Ji E I,, k E I,,} forms a 
LTS(2 + mn) it only remains to be shown that every triple of S must be 
contained in some 5Yik. Following are all the possibilities (i, i, , i,, i, E I,, 
Y, > Y, ,--., Y, E Z,): 
(1) Triples {a, 6, (i,y,)}, {a, (ivy,), (i,y,)J, P(i,y,), (i9ys)L i(iryh)3 
G,y,), (i,y8)Ny2 fy3,y4 fy5,y6 +.Y, +Y, #Y,J are contained in .gik 
provided {a, b,y,}, {u,Y,,Y,/, {b, Y,,Y,~, {Y,,Y,,Y,,/ are contained in %gL. 
(2) Triple {u, (il, y,), (i2,y2)} (U = a or b, i, # i2) is contained in .izli, 
provided (u, i,, i2& E 9; and y, - y, = k(mod n). 
(3) Triple {(il,y,>, (il,y2), (i2,y3)} (il f i,, Y, +y2) is contained in 
.gik provided (a, i, , iz), or (b, i, , i2), E 55’: and y, + y, - 2y, = Zk(mod n), 
such 9; must exist by virtue of condition (C&J. 
(4) Triple ((i,, y,), (i2, y2), (i3, y3)}(il # i, # i, # i,) is contained in 
‘?Yiik provided (i,, i,, i3)r E ,597 and y, + y2 + y, = k(mod n). 
In some cases the existence of GLS (2 + m) will be determined easily, so 
we can establish Theorems 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 2. Zf p is a prime number, p E 7 (mod 8) and D(2 + n) = n, 
then D(2 + pn) = pn. 
Proof. By the preceding theorem we only have to show that there exists a 
GLS(2 +p). As the case stands, we know the order of 2 modulo p is an odd 
number from the elementary number theory. Set up a basis for the set 
(1, 2 ,..., p} as follows: b(1) = 1 and if b(l), b(2) ,..., b(k - 1) have been deter- 
mined, b(k) is the least integer which is not congruent to any b(i)(-2)“. 
Then, for S = {a, b} U Z, we define the triple systems gj(j E Z& by 
specifying the triples to be {a, b,j) and 
(1) all {x,,x,,x)} withx,,x,,x,EZ,andx,+x,+x,-3j(modp), 
(2) all (a, b(i)(-2)2s +j, b(i)(-2)2”+1 +j} for each b(i) and all s > 1, 
(3) all {b, b(i)(-2)2st’ +j, b(i)(-2)2s+2 +j} for each b(i) and all 
s> 1. 
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From [4] we know {(S, 2j)]j E I,} is an LTS(2 + p). Replacing, in every 
triple above, the symbol { } with the symbol ( ), and leaving everything else 
unchanged, we can easily verify that both conditions (C,,) and (CJ,) are 
fulfilled and a GLS(2 +p) is obtained. Thus, the proof is completed. 
THEOREM 3. Zf D(2fn) = n, then 0(2+ 17n) = 17~1 and 0(2+ 19n) = 
19n. 
Proof: As a cosequence of Theorem 1, we have only to show that there 
exist both a GLS( 19) and a GLS(21). 
(1) As was proved in [2], there exists a LTS(19)= {((a, b\UZ,,, 
.I!?~)] i E I,,}, where 9, = &?,, + i, namely, 2i is the result of applying rri to the 
?8,,, where rri is the permutation of the set Z,, defined as n;(x) = x + i. The 
following triples are contained in s0 : {a, b, 0}, (a, 1,9 ), (a, 6, lo), {Q, 4,5 1, 
(a, 15,3j, {a, 1221, {a, 14, 16), {a, ‘3, ll), (a, 7, 13\, {b,9,6}, {b, l&4], 
{b, 5, 15}, {b, 3, l}, (b, 2, 14}, {b, 16, 8}, {b, 11, 7}, (b, 13, 12). Replacing 
{ } with ( ), we can easily verify that GLS( 19) is obtained. 
(2) As was proved in [2], there exists an LTS(21)= (({a,b}UZ,,, 
9J] i E I,,}, where 9i = 30 + i, g,, contains the following triples: (a, b, O), 
{a, 1,2], (~4, g], {a, 16, 13], {a, 7, 14), {a, 9, lg), {a, 17, 15), {a, 11,3), 
{a, 6, 121, {a, 5, lo}, {b, 2,4), {b, 8, 16), {b, 13,7}, {b, 14,9), {b, 18, 17), 
(6, 15, ll), {b, 3361, {b, 12951, {b, 10, 1). 
Replacing { ) with ( ), we can easily verify that GLS(21) is obtained. 
The proof is completed. 
For the m = 5 in Theorem 1, since D(7) = 2 [ 11, there is no GLS(7) and 
naturally Theorem 1 does not work in such a case. We can still prove 
Theorem 4, however. 
THEOREM 4. If n is an odd number greater than 6 and D(2 + n) = n, 
then D(2 + 5n) = 5n. 
ProoJ: Let S’ = {a, b) u 2,. Let, for any (i, k) E I, x Z,, (S’, Sik) be an 
STS(7), 9; satisfies condition (C,,), (a, b, i), E &?y& and let qjk be a 
mapping from .%‘yk\(u, b, i), to Z, . Further, let LTS(2 -t n) = (({a, b) U Z, , 
%;)I k E Z,), S = {a, b) U (Z, x Z,), then it follows from the lemma that 
each (ST (s;k, Sk, (Pik)) is an STS(2 + 5n). To construct the ~8:~ and qik we 
set J8Tk = ggk + i, namely, (x1 + i,x, + i,xj f i),E .?8Tk if and only if 
cxl 9 x2 7 x3)c E s;k 9 where we define a + i = a, b + i = b formally (i E I*), 
and if so define oik(x, + i, x, + i, xj + i) = pok(x,, x2, x3). Besides (a, b, 0),, 
the other six 3-cycles contained in Szk with their images under oak are 
specified below for all k E I, (the number or the symbol after (x, , x2, x3),- 
stands for ~~~(x,, x,, x3)): 
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1. .%$: (O,l, 4), - 0, (0, 3,2), - 0, (b, 1, 3), - 1, (b, 4,2), - 2, 
(a, 3,4), - 2, (4 2, I), - 0; 
2. ,s;,: (0, 1, 3),- 1, (64, 2),- - 1, (b, 1,4),- - 2, (b, 3, 2),- 2, 
(a, 4,3),- - 1, (a, 2, I),- 1; 
3. 2?&: (0, 3,4),- 2, (0,2, I),- - 2, (b, 4, l),- - 1, (b, 3, 2),- - 2, 
(a, 2,4),- 2. (a, l,3),- - 2; 
4. .9zk(k= 3,4 ,..., (n - 1)/2): (0, 1,4),- k, (0, 3, 2),- k, (b, 1, 3),- k, 
(b, 4,2),- k, (a, 3,4),- - k, (a, 2, I),- - k; 
5. .S’;k(k = (n + 1)/2, (n + 3)/2 ,...r n - 3): (0, 1,4),- k, (0, 3, 2),- k, 
(a, 1,3),- k, (a, 4,2),_ k, (b, 3,4),- -k (b, 2, l),- - k 
6. -P&-2: (0, 1,3),- 2, (0,4,2),_ - 2, (a, 4, 1),-O, (a 2,3),- - 2, 
(b, 3,4),- 1, (b, 1,2),_ - 1; 
7. .55$,,-,: (0,3,4),- I, (($2, l),- - 1, (b, 1,4),-O, fb, 2, 3),- 0, 
(a, 4,2),- 1, (a, 3, I),- - 1. 
It is easy to check that every triple of 5’ is contained in some 
(, Syk, A?;, pik). Hence ((S,(~~~,.~~,~Pik))liE15,kEZ,} is an 
LTS(2 + 5n). This verification, however, is rather tedious and will be omitted 
here. 
Next, let us consider the case m = 29 in Theorem 1. It is very likely that a 
GLS(31) should exist, but it seems to be difficult to determine it quickly. A 
construction similar to that of the preceding theorem, however, enables us to 
obtain quickly the result we need. 
THEOREM 5. Zf D(2 + n) = n, then D(2 + 29n) = 29n. 
Construction. Since D(7) = 2 and D(3 1) = 29 [2], we can assume that 
n > 7. Let S’ = {a, b) U Z,,. Let for any (i, k) E I,, x I, (S’, 5Ti,J be a 
STS(3 l), &?Tk satisfying condition (C,,), (a, b, i), E ,S& and let pik be a 
mapping from <STk\(u, b, i), to Z,. Further, let LTS(2 + n) = {((a, b) U 
Z,, 9;)lk E I,}, S = {a, b) U (Z,, X Z,). Then for each (i, k) E Iz9 X Z, we 
can construct (S, (s;,,, J8;, oik)), where 3yk =.a:, + i and pik is 
independent of the subscript i, as we did in the proof of the preceding 
theorem; the only difference here is i E I,, . Besides (a, b, 0),, S$ contains 
the following 3-cycles (s runs over I,,, 2 is a primitive root, and the number 
or the symbol after (xi, x1, x3)+ stands for vPDk(x,, x2, x3)): L: (2’, 2’+$, 
21’+S)C- k, (2”, 27+s, 2’6+s)c- k, (2”, 2”+‘, 2’5+s)c- k, (2”, 24+‘, 2h+S)c_ k. 
All the other 3-cycles contained in s$ are specified as follows (s runs over 
114): 
1. &?io: (0,2’, 214+9-o, (a, 24s, 21+47-o, (a, 22+4s, 23+47- 1, 
(6, 21+4s, 22+4”),~ - 2, (b, 23+4s, 24+4s)C- 0; 
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2. Jq,: (0,21+4S, 2*+47- 1, (0, 23+4s, 24+4s)c- -1, 
(a, 2’+4”, 247_ 2, (a, 2*+4s, 23+47- -2, 
(b, 24s, 214+47_ - 1, (b, 215+4s, 21+4S),-o; 
3. S&: (0, 21+4S, 2*+47- 2, (0, 23+4s, 24+4s)c- - 2, 
(a, 2 14+4s, 247-0, (a, 21+4s, 215+4S)C- 1, 
(b, 24s, 21+47- - 1, (b, 23+4s, 22+4s)c- 2; 
4. 9zk(k = 3,4 ,.a., (n - 1)/2): (0, 2’, 214+s)c- k, 
(a, 22s, 2”‘“),- k, (b, 2’+*‘, 2*+*“),~- k; 
5. S’&(k = (n + 1)/2, (n + 3)/2,..., n - 3): (0,2”, 214+S)cmk 
(b, 22s, 2”‘“),- k, (a, 2’+*‘, 2*+*“),m -k; 
6. A?;,,- 2 : (0,24”, 21+4s)c- 2, (0, 22+4s, 23t47_ -2, 
(a, 23+4s, 24+47-2, (a, 22+4s, 2’+4s)c_ -2, 
(b, 24s, 214+47_ 1, (b, 21t4S, 2l5+47.. -2; 
7. 23;.,-, : (0, 24s, 21+47- 1, (0, 22+4s, 23+4s)c/1, 
4t4s. 23+47- 1, (a, 2’f4S, 2*+4”),m -1, 
i4t4s, 247_ 2, (b, 215+4s, 2]+47,.. -1. 
We have to show that {(S, (Sg, 2;, pik))l i E I,, , k E Z,} forms an 
LTS(2 + 29n). 
Proof. It can be easily verified that each (S’, 3ik) given above is an 
STS(31) and satisfies condition (C,,). Therefore, by the lemma each 
Cs, C9Tk3 9L3 Vik)) is an STS(2 + 29n). 
Let {x1,x2,x3} be a triple of Z,,. Define Z{xlrx2,x3}= {x/xEZ,,, 
~x;,x;,x;,(x;--xJ)=x(x;-xxj)(mod29), {x~,x~,x~}={x,,x,,x,}}. We 
have, 
I, =Z{2°,23,211} = (3, 7, 10, 18, 21,25}, 
Z,=Z{2’, 2’, 2i6} = (8, 11, 12, 16, 17,20}, 
I, =Z{2’, 21°, 215} = {4,5,6,22,23,24}, 
Z,=Z(2’, 24, 26} = {2, 9, 13, 15, 19, 26). 
I, =Z{O, 2’, 214} =Z{O, 2’, 2’} = { 1, 14, 27}, 
I, u I, u I, u I, u I, = Z,,\{O, 28). 
For any triple {xi, x2, x3} c Z,, , it is obvious that 0,28 f$ Z{x, , x2, x3}. It 
follows that any triple {xi, x2, x3} of Z,, has the form L +x or 
{x, 2” +x, 214+s +x} or {x,2s+x,21+s+x} (xEZ,,,sEZ,,). Tobeclear, 
we point out that, for any two given triples {xl, x2, x3} and {xi, xi, x;} of 
Z,, the following simultaneous equations have a solution (w, , w2) provided 
(x, - x2)(x; - xi) G (xi - x;)(x2 - x,)(mod 29): 
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w,x; + w2 5 x, (mod 29), 
w1 x; + w2 E x,(mod 29). 
wI x; + w2 = x2 (mod 29) 
Thus, if {x,, x2, x3} is an arbitrary triple and {xi, xi, x4) is of the form L 
(s = 0) or {0,2’, 214} or {0,2’, 2’}, performing a permutation on {xi, xi, xi} 
if necessary, one sees that the above equations will have a solution (IV,, WJ 
and what we have stated is true. Next, we point out that since 
214 G -1 (mod 29), therefore, for any s E Iz8, (0,2’, 2’+‘) = (21stS + 2’+‘, 
2 14ts+21+s ,0+2’+S)and{(x,23+~,2’fS+x}~xEZ,,}={{x,2’4t”+~, 
21sts +x)1x E Z,,}. Keeping in mind the facts mentioned, we can easily 
verify that any triple l(x13vA (x2Ty2>9 (x3~~3)Nx1~x2~x3 EZ2,, 
x,~x2fx3~x,~~,~~2~~3EZ,~ must be contained in some 
(2y/( 3 9; 3 Vik)* 
Also, it is trivial to check that every other triple of S is contained in some 
(9$, S;, pik). This completes the proof. 
Theorems 2-5 can be summarized into the following: 
THEOREM 6. If D(2 + n) = n, p is a prime number, p E 7 (mod 8) or 
pE (5, 17, 19,29), and (p,n)# (5, l), then D(2 +pn)=pn. 
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